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Editorial. 
THE Minnesota text-book scheme, concocted by one Ignatius Donnelly, and passed by a pliant legislature, without so 
much as one manly and honest protest from Mr. Superintendent 
Burt, has come to grief. Conceived in iniquity,' brought forth in 
sin, and nursed in stupidity, its demise could not be otherwise 
than inglorious. The "contractor" has made herculean efforts 
to put the scheme in operation. He has dickered with publish-
ers, bargained with obscure authors, and made frantic appeals 
for orders. But the orders do ,not appear to gladden his heart. 
The distinguished educators constituting the commission seem 
to have agonized over the problem of selection without any very 
brilliant result. In numerous cases the county commissioners, by 
whom most of the superintendents are appointed, have instructed 
the latter to disregard the iaw, while in some localities contracts 
for books, at greatly reduced rates, have·been made directly with 
the leadin~ publishing houses. The ,result is 'just what was fore-
seen' and predicted by men of sense, that school-book matters 
are in dire confusion, many of the schools are unsettled by 
reason of the conflict of authority and opinion, and great injury 
has been inflicted upon the cause of education in the state. 
At the State Teacher's' Association, whose annual meeting was 
held i~ Mankato during the last week in August, the school-book 
law was 'a leading topic of discussion. An elaborate report was 
made against it. The contractor was present, and was allowed 
freely to ventilate his views on the gravity of the situation. 
Correspondents on the ground inform us that during the debate 
upon the subject, words were hurled back and forth among the 
disputants like hot bric)c-bats. A series of resolutions was at 
length adopted, with but one dissenting voice, condemning the 
measure, pronouncing it subversive of the laws of trade, sump-
tuary in its character, and impracticable in its execution. The 
resolutions close with a request to the next legislature to repeal 
the a~t and r~imburse the contractor for whatever losses equity 
may seem to justify. These resolutions may be t~en as the de-
liberate expression of the intelligence of the state upon·the mer-
its of the case, ~nd coupled with the pronounced opposition . of 
boards of education and the adverse action of some of the county 
commissioners, will undoubtedly influence the legislature to re-
peal an act which is a disgrace t,o the statute books ' of the com-
monwealth. 
And thus, signally and ignominiously, fails the second attempt 
of Minnesota to saddle "uniformity" upon the people. It is to 
be hoped, in the interests of education, that she will now learn 
wisdom through the teachings of a second dearly-bought experi-
ence. It is to be hoped that even her legislators will begin to 
comprehend that statutory laws can never repeal the laws of 
social and political economy, nor take from the people the ina-
lienable right of private judgment in the management ' of affairs 
preeminently. their own. It is to be hoped that the people them-
selves will, through their sad experience of the frailties of the 
average legislator, learn to discriminate between sound and sense, ' 
between ignorance and sterling honesty and intelligence, between 
arrant demagoguism and true statesmanship. As the illustrious' 
reformer and author of this astutely concocted scheme has, afte~ , 
a conspicuously disreputable public career, retired to the shades 
of private life, the people should inscribe high on the lintel of 
his door, requiescat in pace forever more. 
The utter collapse of this Utopian scheme, in 'a state whic1t ' 
will be henceforth known in history, we fear, as the champion 
school-book reformer, together with the overwhelming defeat of 
similar measures in Wisconsin and other states, may be taken as 
indications of the decline of a mania for text-boQk uniformity 
under the specious plea of economy, that has prevailed throughout 
the country for·several years past. As we have before intimated, 
Minnesota might have been spared the humiliation of her ' ines-
ent position had her State Superintendent possessed the moral 
courage and energy requisite in such a responsible position. 'The 
fearless and manly stand taken by the Wisconsin Superintendent, -
reinforced as he was by the unanimous support of the educators 
of the state, illustrates what might have been accomplished in -:' 
Minnesota' had she not been burdened by a weak and timid 
leader at the head of her school system. When men are. devoted 
to such positions, they are expected to become the guardians of 
the great public interests committed to their charge, rather than 
of their own personal popularity while in the 'midst of unreason-
'able and unreasoning clamors. 
----=:...---....,-....: 
This is a painful subject to dwell upon; but as an advocat~ of ' 
sound principles in educational administration, the WEElKLY ' 
would be false to its trust did it shrink from th,e task of expo~ing 
the weaknesses of the system without regard to personal consid-
erations. Educators for educational offices, true statesmanship 
in school legislation, men of nerve, men of power, men 'of hon-
esty and self ~crifice, rather than place-hunters and self-seekers ' 
for educational leaders ! These alone -will give us true success. 
These alone ' will defeat school-book abominations and preserve 
and build up a school system worthy of a great state and aae: 
quate to meet the d~mancis ~f a great republic. 
T~e increased number of teachers' institutes held during the \ 
~resent season in the Western States is indicative o'f a more gen-
eral interest in the professional work of the common school 
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teacher. In a measure it is indicative of that educational revival 
which has been looked for and labored for by many. It evinces 
a willingness, at least, on the part of the common school teacher 
to devote more attentioIY than formerly to the professional work 
or-teaching. The institutes would not be held if there were not 
such a willingnes§. apparent ; and the full attendance reported 
from nearly all th\! states is further evidence of the prevalence 
of such an interest. In the state of Illinois eighty-six institutes 
have been held; in Iowa, ninety-one; in Wisconsin, thirty-~ight ; 
in Indiana, ninety-one', and a large nnmber in several -o.ther 
states, including Kansas and Missouri. If these have all been 
faithfully' att~nded by the teachers enrolled, and conscientiously 
conducted by the ins"tructors, the aggregate good to the teaching 
done in the schools will be apparent in better results during the 
coming winter. Most of the work done at these institutes is 
ostensibly "normal" in.its character; some of it is purely didac-
tic, and some is scarcely more than poor school teaching. Teach-
ing at institutes is itself becoming a profession, and only expert 
instructors should be charged with so respcnsible and important 
. a work. W. 
HORACE MANN ON EDUCATION BY LAW. 
IT was shewn in .the WEEKLY f~r Aug;:L9, that ~erbert Spencer's argument agamst all educatIOn by the public, i. e., by taxa-
tion,-is founded on certain: English notions, and falls to the 
ground before the American doctrilie of common schools· in a 
I republic for the safety of the republic. Nearly thirty years ago, 
Horace Mann (our man, not the English one) constructed a very 
different argument. It was published in a "Revised and En-
larg~d Edition" of his Tenth Annual Report, prepared by ap-
pojntment of the Mass. Legislature (pp. 212, Append. pp. 73). 
It was framed "for the purpose of strengthenin~ the foundation 
on whic~ our free school system reposes.'J As it has special re-
lation to property, which is just now on the one side in peril 
from uneducated tramps and theoretical communists, and on the 
othet is restive under certain_ f~rms of school taxation, it is worth 
examining. 
. Mr. Mann set aside as insufficien t-though possessing a certain 
value--:-the religious foundation on which the Pilgrims of Massa-
chus~tts rested their policy in 1642, of securing from all p'arents 
the teaching of their children "by, themselves or others," and 
in 1647 their requirement thlj.t. every township of fifty household-
ers should maintain a common school free to "all such children 
"as shall resort" to it. As the; vrefe ProtestantsJle objects that 
_ more than half of Christendoqi on this ground would have abol-
··ished ~hem. He sets aside also the necessity of intelligence to 
a republican government. All anti-republicans reject this ground. 
He sets asidej too, the argument from political economy and 
ftom morals. They are not sufficient to sustain free schools in 
most of Christendom. He proposes a new foundation: 
"I. 'rhe successive ge~'eJ;ati2ns of men, taken collectively, 
constitute one great commonwealth .. 
"2. The property of this cqrnmonwealth is pledged for the 
education of all its youth, up to such a point as will save them 
from poverty and vice, and prepare them for ' the adequate per-
formance of_their social and civil duties. 
"3. The successive holders of this property are trustees, bound 
to the faithful execution of theiT-Jru!jt by the most sacred obli-
gations; and embezzlement and pillage from children and de-
scendants have not less of criminality and have more of mean-
n.ess than the same offenses when perpetrated against contempor-
aries." . 
Some'would object to this as rhetorical. Others would suggest 
vagueness,-"social and civil duties," and "such a point as will 
save them from poverty and vice" are indefinite. But so is the 
safety of the state, which all repUblicans consider a sufficient 
reason for not tolerating utter ignorance of school-books. Any 
term you may apply to education is ' necessarily indefinite till 
you specify what branches and what books our children must 
study in order to secure either the. objects Mr. Mann accepts as 
adequate, or those he rejects as insufficil!nt. But none of these 
objects on this account make a schoo I. law void. 
I will not follow out the argument of sixteen pages by which 
Mr. Mann supports his three points. He questions whether a man 
has any such indefeasible right to his property as to make it un-
just in the government to assess a school ~ax upon him. He 
holds to the right of every 4Jlman being to an education by na-
tural ethics or law, and the consequent duty of government, i. e., 
the people. He points out how the individual right to property 
is modified by the fact that so small a proportion of it comes 
from labor and so much from natural elements, agencies, and 
laws, which are for all-each owner having only a life-lease.; 
modified also by the rights, uses, and enjoyment of others; 
every generation thus having only a limited and defeasible righL; 
modified also by the fact that it was largely produced by prede-
cessors, and largely by them for all; each rising generation 
therefore has a right to the benefits of property with which its 
ancestors cannot interfere. And every outgoing generation 
must provide for the want of education, as for other wants, in 
the incoming one. "The claim, then, of a child to the benefit 
of a portion of preexistent property begins with the first breath 
he draws." A government, then, without education, is a crime. 
The present generation must always administer prop~rty for the 
good of the next. ~hat is the only security of th~ ~Igltts of ~he 
next generation. Part of the transfer to tbe next IS 10 preparIng 
it for its duties . . He brings the argument to a sharp alternative 
:"""INFANTICIDE BY LAW or FREE SCHOOLS! 
"In regl).rd to the extent of the educ~tion to be provid?,d for 
all, at the public expense, under a republican government, Mr. 
Mann names as the minimum, such "as is indispensable for a. 
witness or J'uror or voter in municipal or national affairs," etc., , . 
etc. 
On this ground no one can sustain communism in any society 
that 'provides free common schools. The property inherited, 
produced; ana gathered from the earth by any generation is not 
"pledged" to be divided up at the demand of lioters, but to be 
used (to a certain ,necessary extent) to prepare the children of 
all-the rioters and good citizens alike-for their common re-
sponsibilities in society. In Massachusetts, as long ago as 1849, 
there were "buf two towns which did not voluntarily taX them-
selves for an amouI'lt of schooling many times greater than 
the law requires." A communist brought up and educated in 
such a town has nothing to complain. of. If with his natural 
powers so improved at the public expense his industry or skill 
are not sufficient to secure him as much property as others, it is 
the fault of no one but himself. "Society, to this extent, is 
only a trustee managing an estate for the benefit of a part owner, 
or of one who has a reversionary interest in it." If it feels it 
can do no fuore than provide the minimum of education, it does 
thi~ for ~ll; and the ~dvantage the more wealthy have of giving 
theIr c~lldre~ a maxlmu~ of any sort of education that may 
best SUIt th~lr natur~l gl:ts furnishes no ground for plundering 
them. Pubhc education, mdeed, is one of the radical cures of 
I 
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communism, unless £t is based on ground that itself involves 
the pn'nciple of communism. Some eminent educators, like 
President Eliot, fear that this is really involved 'in some claims 
upon the public treasury, e. g., free books in schools, free tuition 
in universitie!l, agricultural colleges, etc. Others see it in pro-
visions incorporated into one or two Western state governments 
by law or constitution, giving higher institutions, no matter how 
far they may depart from the education of the people, a perpet-
ual percentage of the annual taxation. It has been said that as 
we are now reaping the bad fruits of the spoils-of~office principle 
injected into our political blood. forty years ago, so we shall ere 
long reap the fruit of this disguised communism insidiously in-
troduced in~o public education. It is regarded as a poison at 
the fountain head. 
Whether these things be so, or not, Mr. Mann's doctrine of 
1849, on which much of the movement for a quarter of a cen-
tury now has been proceedmg, must have some limit. Every in-
dividual is not to decide for himself how far society is a trustee 
for him or his children, and how large a share he is to have-and 
how long he is to have it':""'for purposes of education. Many think 
Mr. Mann's "minimum" is also the maximum, or rather that 
there is but one thing for which men's property is defeasible to 
the state to be used in educating the children of all, viz., for 
the absolute safety 01 the state. The minimum, then, would be 
the least th8.t would suffice to make a man a voter, a juror, and 
a witness The maximum would be what would place him on a 
level with the mass in a republic in such respects. But the claim 
that any Ulan has a right to the property of others to the extent 
of educating his child for any office in the state he might aspire 
to, or any avocation in society he might find it pleasant or prof-
itable or popular to pursue, is simply the claim of the communist 
in a very thin disguise. It is a doctrine that will never check 
riots in France or here. GEORGE F. MAGOUN. 
Contributions. 
A FEW FACTS IN REGARD TO SOUND. 
. LEWIS STINCHFIELD, Waupaca, Wisconsin. 
SOUND admits of two definitions, one that it is a sensation on the ear, pro: duced by vibrations of matter, and another that it is those phenomena 
. which cause that sensation. The first is sound in the subjective sense, the 
second in the objective. As has been stated, the direct cause of sound is the 
vibration of matter. Wherever and under whatever condition matteris caused to 
vibrate there is sound in one sense or the other. But if there be no vibratory move-
ment, there is sound in neither sense. Yet there may be vibrations without 
any pru~p/ibl~ sound; even in the presence of an ear; and conversely, there 
may be great noises without any manifest vibrations. We may stand in close 
prOXimity to an osCillating pendulum and yet be unaware of its presence, un-
aided by the sense of vision, or of touch-provided the number of vibrations is 
less than sixteen (or threabout) per second-that being the number requisite 
to produce the sensation of sound on the ear. Again, ~f we strike together 
two stones or blocks of wood, the sound of the concussion is very 
apparent, but the vibrations which are the cause of that sound are invisible. 
To prove that sound is produced by vibrations, strike the tine of asteel fork-
a pitch-fork is best-against a solid, and the vibrations which give rise to the 
sound that ensues are distinctly visible. The sound and the motion continue, 
each gradually decreasing,until finally the steel ceases to vibrate sixteen times per 
second, when the sound is no longer heard.' (Authorities differ as to the few-
est vibrations capable of producing subjective sound, their statements ranging 
it all the way from ~ixteen to thirty-two.; but as th'ere can be no common limit, 
all ears not possessing the' same degree of acuteness, the writer here uses six-
teen foe convenience only). 
As sound is produced, so is it conveyed. If Ii stick be thrust in water and 
:swung to.and £roO, waves are formed which pass off from the' center of .distur-
bance in all directions. So when a body in air is by any means caused to vi-
brate, waves of afr are sent therefrom which, striking ~gainst the tympanum 
of the ear, produce the sensation of sound-provided sixteen waves arrive per 
second. 
The only difference between the waves of water and the sound waves of 
the air, other than that of the materials of which they are composed, is that 
the former vibrate vertically and the latter horizontallv. In neither case is 
there any extended advance of material, but simply of motion. 
The Velocity at which a sound is co~ veyed depends, in the main, on the den-
sity and the elasticity of the medium through which it . is transmitted. The' 
more compact a body is the more molecules it possesses in a given space' to be 
set in motion by the waves of sound, and hence if velocity depended on den-
sity alone it would be diminished as that property of the medium incr.eased. 
But there is another property of tbe medium that influences th~- velocity of 
sound, viz., elasticity, 'which tends to greatly increase the speed of the sound 
waves; and as this property is possessed by the dense media, solids and 
liquids, in a much greater degree than by the rare ones, as air and other flu-
ids, its propulsive force in such media more than counteracts the negative in-
fluence of their dt:nsity. Thus it is that the velocity of sound' is greater in 
liquids than in air, ~nd greater in solids than in liquids. The velocities in afr, 
water, and iron, when at the same temperature (the freezing point), are ascer-
tained to be respectively, 1,090,4.700, and 10,000 feet per second. Of course 
the velocity of sound varies with the temperature as that alters the density of 
the medium. 
The free passage of sound requires !1 u~iform medium; for if it be other- I 
wise the sound suffers losses of volume and speed by frequent reflections and 
refractions, the same as light is d\:creased in intensity under Similar circum-
stances. 
To illustrate the relative velocity ·in the passage of sound through air and 
through solids I will relate some little perso~al experience. 
A number of years sin~e, when a companion and myself were perched on 
the top board of a railroad fence-perhaps forty rods apart-he c~anced to 
strike the fence post a heavy blow with an ax. It occurred to me at once 
that there was something peculiar in the sound borne to my ear, and I asked 
him to repeat the blow. He did so, and I heard two different and distinct ' 
sounds, one apparently coming from ete fence beneath me. the other through 
the air. I could not and did not attempt to explain the phenomenon at the 
time, and soon it was forgotten. But last winter, about the time this class 
was at work on the subject of Sound, a similar occurrence was brought to my 
notice. It was at the time of th~ excellent skating . on Little Lake. I was 
adjusting my skates one evening about one hundred rods from a party of boys 
who were kindling a fire near the shor~. With this end in view they were 
splitting boards appropriated from a fence near by, by striking them flatwise 
upon the ice. As a result. of each blow, I heard two distinct and independent 
sounds; a strange echoing noise from the ice beneath quickly followed by the 
sharp report in the air. This time the phenomenon was understood, and, as 
if the same blow that split the board had deared the paths of memory, my 
·thoughts reverted to the time when I was seated on the railway fence, and all 
was plain. 
n was formerly accepted as a law that 'illl' sounds, however great the differ-
ence in intensity or loudness, traveled, in the same mediuin, with equal veloc-
ity; but recent experiments have been made that go to prove it erroneous-
loud sounds produced by powerful disturbances having been found to out-
strip lesser ones. Thus, a thunder clap is heard sooner than a pistol s;hot, the 
sounds traveling equal distances and through the same medium. 
The int~nsi/y, quantity, or loudness of a sound is wholly dependent ~n the 
amplitude of the vibrations, that is, on the distance through which the parti-
cles of the vibrating body' swing. In other words, of two vibrating bodies, 
that whose molecules move through the greater space produces the louder 
sound-assuming, of course, that an equal number of vibrations are performed 
in equal time. 
It is evident that the difference between a loud sound and a low one lies in 
the force with which the sound waves strike the ear. Applying a law of mo-
tion, that the striking force of a moving body is its velocity times its weight 
we see that the striking force of sound waves is governed by their velocity -
alone, because weight, the other factor, is always the same. Now, if the vi~ 
brating particles of two bodies swing through unequal distances in equal time, 
it necessarily follows that those moving through the greater distance have tile 
greater velocity. To sum up: we have shown' that the loudness of a sound 
depends on the striking force of its waves; that this force depends on the ve. 
locity of the producing vibrations; and that their ve~ocity depends on their 
width or amplitude. . From these principles we. deduce the general 'law J as 
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given above-that the intensity of sound depends on the amplitude of the vi-
brations. 
Let us now see how the intensity of sound is influenced by the distance 
which it travels. A sound is lessened in intensity directly as the molecules 
moved by the sound waves increase in number; and as "these waves pass off 
from a sounding body equally in all directions, that is, in the form of a sphere, 
we may make the statement that a sound decreases inversely as the surface of 
the atmospheric sphere over which its waves are distributed. But the distance 
from the ear to the center of vibration is the radius of the sphere, and, as the 
surfaces of spheres are as the squares of their radii, we have the technical law 
-the intensity of sound diminishes inver.ely as the square of the distance. / 
Sounds may be properly classified as noises and musical sounds-though it 
is sometimes difficult to distinguish between them. A single musical note dif-
fers from a noise in that it is produced by extremely rapid vibrations, of uni-
form width, succeeding one another at regular intervals. If the vibrations 
causing the most hideous noise imagmable be made to conform to these con-
ditions, that noise is such no longer, but a musical note. 
Pitch in sound is a term usually applied to musical notes produced by the 
vibrations of cords, and used with reference to their height or shrillness. This 
property or quality of a sound depends, essentially, on the rapidity of the vi-
oration. But when vibrating cords are in question the pitch is modifie:l by a 
variety of conditions which we will briefly note. 
It is found by actual experiment: I, That the vibr~tions in a given time 
increase inversely as the length of the cord; 2, That they increase directly 
as the square root of the cord's tension; and 3, That they increase inversely 
as the square root of the cord's weight. 
The preceding conditions all modify the ~umber of vibrations in a given 
time; and, as their number governs their rapidity, which in turn determines " 
the pitch of the note produced, it follows that if we would raise the pit<;h of a 
musical note we must do one or all of three things to the vibrating cord which 
"causes that note-decrease its length, decrease its weight, or increase its ten-
sion, that is, stretch it tighter. 
The varying tones 01 the human voice are all made by the vocal cords act-
ing under these different conditions. 
SPELLING REFORM-II.* 
IN the next place, as the "science of etymology will be in no wise injured by a phonetic syst~, how will it be with the historic character of the lan-
guage 1 Let me ask, what do you mean by historic spelling? In what sense 
can the present spelling of English be called histoTlcall 
The g in soverei![n and in foreign has no business there, since the words 
have nothing whatever to do with the word reig'1l. Milton"wrote sovran, and 
Old English saidforein for foreign. The inajority of us no doubt would 
maintain that the word skamefaced is made up of the two wordsskameandface, 
meaning a blushing face or shame in the face. In fact the word is formed "in 
the same manner as steadfast, the Old English being skamefast. There 
is no reason for the k in agkast, unless to remind us of gkost, and thus to 
make the word more frightful. The s in island owes its origin to the igno-
rant belief that the word has some connection with the word isle from insula, 
whereas it is the Anglo-Saxon ealand, waterland. The spelling ilond was 
current in Shakespeare's time. Indeed if you will look into this matter, I am 
sure you will be surprised ~9 find how much mere chance, ignorance, and ca-
price have had to do with that which we now cherish as a precious legacy. 
The historical and etymological character of our spelling is more than three-
fourths fiction . 
Says Max Miiller-"If anybody will tell me at what date we are to consider 
etymological spelling to begin, whether at 1500 A. D., or 1000 A. D., or at 500 
A. D., I am willing to discuss the question. Till then 1 beg leave tosay that 
etymological spelling would play greater havoc in English than phonetic 
spelling, even if we were to draw the line not more than 500 years 
back." Surely these replies ought to be conclusive against the argument that " 
a system of phonetic spelling would force us to lose sight of the history and or-
igin of our words. 
I. If s!1ch were to be the effect it would be no argument against the reform, 
since the object of language is to serve the convenience of the masses, and not 
to aid the student of roots and modifications. 2. A large part of what we call 
the historical and etymological character of the language is a matter of error 
or of fiction. 3. For the philologist what there is of historical continuity in 
our speech, of true suggestiveness in the forms of our words, would be interfered 
with to a very slight extent, if at all; while for the great mass of English 
writers and speakers-that is for those who know and care nothing about the 
history or origin of our words-there would be no loss whatever. " 
But since we are now considering the main stay of these opponents of speU-
ing reform, another consideration should be presented which is perfectly con-
clusive upon this point. These opponents seem to imagine that the moment 
we adopt a new mode of spelling, all the old literature is to be blotted out 
We now write pleasure, measure, and featker, but not very long ago, in 
Spenser's time, these words were speltplesure, mesure, and fetker. Tyndale 
wrote frule. They had dett where we have debt, the b paving disappeared 
before the word was borrowed from the French. The b was likewise re-in-
troduced in dQUbt. 'But the p was not restored in count, where it has the 
same right as b in doubt. Likew~se the word receipt resumes the Latin p, but 
deceit does without it. Tung and yung, as spel~ by Spenser, are more histori- " 
cal than our tongue andyoung. Why do we write scmt when even Milton 
wrote sent? Why acke instead of Shakespeare's ake 1 These examples might 
be multiplied indefinitely, but enough have been given, I trust, to show that 
our present system of spelling cannot honestly be called historical. 
of existence. This would not be tbe case at all. Of the English language 
we have abundant monuments since from before the time of King Alfred. 
Likewise out of the vast quantities of literature which have been produced in 
the last three centuries, there would be mQst abundant monuments preserved 
of tbe present condition of our language. Is it not the height of absurdity to 
assert that the etymologist of the future would be put in danger of losing his trail 
when pursuing a fugitive root or modificafions? But furthermore, and the cli-
max of'the answer to these etymological objections, "The chief difficulty with 
these old monuments which we have as illlustrations of the history of our lan-
guage is the fact that they are so litde regardful of the phonetic principle. 
The Ormulum, of the Semi-Saxon period (lISO-USO), is of little value for its; 
matter. But as a linguistic monument it is of the highest value, from the fact 
that its author was a phonetic fanatic, and wrote his tedious poem in a con-
sistent mode of spelling of his own, and thus throws a vast amount of light 
upon the condition of the spoken language of his time." Whitney. Prof. 
March in his address as President of the American Philological Association, 
in 1874, makes this assertion, and it cannot be disputea-"A changeless or-
thography destroys the material for etymological study, and written records 
are valuable to the philologist just in proportion as they are accurate records of 
speech as spoken (rom year to year." Thus If the would-be friends of the 
etymologist wish to do him the greatest injury possible; if they wish to in-
crease his labor in the future by ten-fold and then to make that labor worth-
less, all they have to do is to allow the divergence to continue to increase be-
tween our written_and spoken language, to prevent the adoption of a phonetic 
How is it, then, in regard to its etymological character 1 Just as bad. If we 
are to write etymologically, we must write, instead of Jisler, swister, which 
would be no more troublesome than sword_ Wif-mann would surely be better 
than woman, godspel than gospel, and orlyard better than orckard. Could is 
written with an I in analogy to would and skould. But while the I is justified 
in would from will, and in skould from skall, Old English gives no trace of 
an I for could. The old form was coude. The I we use, therefore, is neither 
phonetic nor etymological. In the word wkole the w is a misspelling, the 
word in the Gothic and Anglo-Saxon having not the least trace of a w. If 
we wrote etymologically, we should write bridegroom without the last r, since 
poom is a mere corruption of Anglo-Saxon gumll, a man. Instead of purse 
we should write burse, as we do in disburSl!; and we should have an k before 
all such words as rain, ring, roof, roost. 
But not only is there complete uncertainty in what we are pleased to call 
the historical and etymological character of our language; we are actually de-
fending many downright blunders, under the delusion that we are preserving 
Ollr English speech in its purity. 
" system of spelling. On the other hand, if they wish to be of infinite service 
to the student of language in the centuries to come, as the author of the Ormu-
lum has done the greatest service for the student of to-day, they will become 
advocates of the phonetic reform. 
Another objection to phonetic spelling can soon be disposed of. It would 
be impossible by the eye to discriminate between words which are pronounced 
alike but ha;"e a different spelling and meaning, for example, meet, meat, 
and mele; to, 100, two. How little we really depend upon this difference will 
be' seen when we consider how many cases there are in which words of differ-
b E 0 ent meanings are spelled and pronounced alike, and yet without causing us the -Paper read before tb~ Ohio State Teacbers' Association; July., 1877, r : ". Y ~ile, " 
of WAIOdward Hllh School, Cincinnati. T~ be publisbed In three partl, slighe.st trouble. We have jound, to find, to establish, IUlIi ~9 mol~ or cast; 
v:i~'i'ile, ,to Stick f6getbe'r and to pa'rt asunder:; -bear, bruin, and to carry; box, a 
'CheSt, 'a 'lila'p, 'to 'sail around, a seat -In -tbe theater, the driver's seat on a coach, 
'arid 'a 'kmd of wodd. WIio is ever puzzled for a moment to know how to lin· 
<derstand tlbese words '? ~t is the connection of the word and not , Its form 
'Upon \Vbidb tbe 'mind rests for its interpretation. Right, rite, writ~, llnd wright, 
:all 'sdil1id.:aiIKe; and if, in the hurry of conversation, we have no trouble in 
'dedid'ihg 'what is meant how could there be any danger in the slow process 
I ' , 
000,000 (a very low estimate) is the annual cost of production in books: ne~s­
papers, and periodicals. There would be an annual saving of over four and 
a half miUions. But more than this. All this matter has first to be written, 
and here our seven per cent saving must come into tlie account again. 
3· A consistent spelling would awaken and educate the phonetic sense of 
the community. "As things are now, the English_speaker comes to the study 
of a foreign written languagc at a disadvantage when compared with those 'to 
whom other tongues are native. He has been accustomed to t:egard it as 'Oilly 
natural and proper that any given soundsholild be written in a variety of wafs, 
and that any given sign should possess a number of different sounds. It re-
-quires a spe'cial education 'to giv'e him an inkling of the truth that every letter 
'Of our alphabet had originally, and 'still p'feserves in th~ main, outside of our 
'own language, a single unvarying so'und. That the phonetic sense of the 
'coitllnunity n'eeds (raining, there is no better evidence than the fact that the 
English speaket has his selise of the fitness ~( things so debauched by a vi-
'cious traimng that hi: is capable of regarding an historical spelling as prefer-
able to phonetic spelling; that he can possibly think it better to write our 
words as we Imagine somebody else pronounced them a long time ago, than as 
-of reading a sentence? We really have not the slightest need of these ho-
monymous words and could well spare them. 
, Now, are not these answers most satisfactory and triumphant? If you will 
look into the matter you will find that all of these learned arguments against 
phonetic spelling amount to nothing. There is absolutely but o\\e , argument 
against it;' and that is one worthy of most respectful atMlUoh) ahd 'o'f inore 
candid presentation than any anti-refor~ers h~ve t\;.ol\,ght ft wo'rth whae, 'to 
give to it. Tbat argument is not 0Ilt! ~prih'clpioe 'at aii" bUt of P'u're ~nd sim· 
pie conservatism. "Tbe IIlI1~a'ge is 'o\1rss we have ioearned it. With all of 
its imperfections it al:'C'Ofupiisltes Its p¥lr,~o'Se, We have bei:om'e so, a:c,c~stdm~ , 
ed to its l!.llotnaii'e'S that they have 'ceased tot'rdnbte 'us, it 'ihay!:ie." This at· 
gulheht is:a vat id 'clte, a'rid 'has we'tght ~ a'nd th~e is no Ot11eT to smil'd hy its 
~d'e . 
we pronounce them ourselves." (Whitney). 
4· Instead of a phonetic spell ing contributing to the alteration and damage 
of the Janguage, as is charged, "it would exert a conserving influence, and 
tend to uniformity and fixedness 01 pronunciation. So loose and uncertain is 
now the tie between writing, and utterance, that existing differences of pronun-
ciation hide themselves under the cover of an orthography which fits them all 
equally well. The largest part of our conservative force is spent upon the 
visible form alone. We do not give much heed to the audible form .. We 
had spelling matches in abundance, but not pronouncing matches. Whereas, 
if our spelling and pronunciation w<'re more strictly in accord, every effort to 
preserve the spelling would likewise tend to perpetuate the pronunciation. A 
phonetic orthography would become an authoritanve and intelligible standard 
of pronunciation, and thus directly tend to remove the more marked differ-
ences of usage between cultivated spe~kers of different localities." Thus 
phonetic spelling. would operate as a protector and preserver of our mother 
.A..a\Y1}ttmg this argu'merit, 'theqiiesdon 'redbces to ~his\ ~iare !he advantages 
Ito be :gai'r1ed sufficient 'to justify 'us fit 'aitctnpfing to overthrow a system every 
~teln of which is consecrated by ltsage and enshrined in prediliction ?" 
1n the 'first .prace tliere ~s tbe practical inconvenience which we suffer both 
~n learning 'aild 'ustng tble language. This is one of the weigbtiest matters, and 
'appeals esp&~ly 'to us as teachers. And yet we have become ~o accustomed 
'to 'the I:itMten that we hardly realize how much of our learning time is taken 
'Up 'With 'mastering orthographical intricacies. We do not realize how much 
~alder it is for us to learn to read at all in the first place, and then how much 
harder it is for us to read and write readily and correctly, than it would be if we 
wrote as we speak. What a relief it would be if we were sure of the pronunciation 
of every word we meet, and of the spelling of every word we wish to use I How 
much time and patience would be saved in the school·room if spelling-book 
and spelling lessons could become things of the past; , 
Then look also at the difficulties which foreigners encounter 1n ttying to ac· 
quire our language. "The English langu~ge" from the simplicity ,of. i~ gram, 
matical structure, would be one of the easiest III the world to learn, If It were 
not for its abominable spelling. As it is, a stranger may acquire the spoken 
' tongue by mouth and ear i or he may acquire the written tongue by grammar 
and dictionary. But in either case, one tongue being learned, the other 
. tongue Will be almost as strange to him as if be had never heard or seen its 
counterpart. He really bas to acquire two different languages!' (Whitney.) 
'tb.~ !:ducation of the freedmen or the Indians in our own country is hin. 
dered by' our eccentric spelling more than 'hy any other one cause. The 
~pread of the English language in China and Japan is greatly retarded by the 
same cause. Missionaries 'Complain that the missionary work of the world is 
kindered by OUi' irtegulai' spelling-. H we wish the English language to 
:spread) and to become the world'-'language, we have no right to hand it down 
to posterity; as Prof. Whitney says, with such a millstone about its neck. 
~. We may 'laugh as we will at this matter of spelling reform as expressed 
in dollars and 'Cents S but this pecuniary argument is by no means an insignifi-
'Cant one. in the /irst place consider that all teachers below the high school 
igrades have to spend from one-quarter to one-eighth of their time in teaching 
'ou'r <cliiMren to read and spell. These teachers receive from thirty to sixty 
odolious per month, On the lowest estimate, there is thus spent fifty dollars per 
year, in the case of every teacher, for the drill·work in reading and spelling, 
of which work, at lea~t nine-tenths is made necessary by our absurd and ir · 
regular orthography. In Cincinnati there are over 500 teachers to whom tbis 
estiinate will apply. There you have $25,000 per year spent in a way that is 
unnecessary, and which might be turned to some good account. There are at 
least $15,000,000 spent in our country ev<-'f'y year in the effort to teach a sys-
tem of spelling that IS false and inconsistent; in which, instead of utilizmg 
'natural forces, and proceeding according 'to the current of the cbild's com- ' 
mon sense and feeling of analogy, we IaBGr .directly against it. And to make 
the matter worse, when tIre mon~ is' 'Sj>ent and the instruction given, our 
children after all are not enabled to 'Tend and spell their own language. 
Thea look at the matter 'of prhltillg. Upon the most moderate reform, 
'Olili~'rIg simply silent and unneeessl¥1y letters, about seven per cent of the 
'number ot letters is saved, 'con'Sequelit'ly saving seven per cent of the cost of 
'ty'pe.'Setting and book-making. We to~k upon seve~ per cent as a good rate 
lUpon ,invest-ments. Is 4t;JJ()t wor-Iih -.while to attend to It here-? Suppose $65,-
tongue. . 
5· From a strictly educational point of view, there is an argument more ~e. 
rious than all others. "It is the actual mischief done by subjecting young 
minds to the illogical and tedious drudgery of learning to read and'write En-
glish as spelled at paesent. Everything they have to learn 'in spelling and 
pronunciation is irrational; one rule contradicts another, and each state. 
lhent has to be accepted simply on authority, and with a complete disregard of 
all those rational instincts which lie dormant in the child, and which it is the 
highest function of education to awaken by every kind of healthy exercise. 
"I know," continues Max Milller, "there are persons who can defend an _ 
tbing, an~ who b.ol~ that i~ is d~e to this very discipline that tbe Engli:h 
character IS what It IS; that It retaIDs respect for authority; tbat it aoes not \ 
, require a reason for everything; and tbat it does not admit that what is incon-
ceivable is therefore impossible. Even English orthod~xy has been traced 
back to this hidden source. A child accustomed to believe that t-h-o.u.g-h is 
though, and that t·h-r-o·u-g·h is through will afterWards believe anything." 
Does not Lord ~ytton, from this standpoint, express the matter most justly 
when he charactenzes our system as a "Iyillg, round.aoout, puzzle.headed de-
lusion, confusing the clear instincts of truth, and born of the devil ?" It \Vas 
well said by an eminent speaker in the London Confe'rence, May 2V, tha't no 
person in full pOSl>-ession of his faculties and in full exercis'e of hiS commo'J\ 
sense conld spell the English language.. "The child can put no trus't in the 
sy-mbol- he cannot believe his eyes; he can put ito tiust in the sound~lie 
callnot believe his ea~." ~here is no attainment so hard to acquire as learning 
to read, and there IS Ilothtng which has so little value f9r us as a means of 
sound mental discipline. 
A pUl?i1 in au English school was asked in an examination paper "Wh . 
the tropIc of Cancer so called, and why is it situated twenty-three ~nd l ;} 
degrees from the equator?" The answer constructed on a basl's ' f a a 
I , 41Th 'f' 0 purest OgIC, was : e tropIC 0 Cancer is so called from a Latin word 
. b b b ' , cancer 
meamng a c~a,' .ecause t ere are a great many crabs in that portion of th~ 
globe; and It IS situated twenty. three and a half degrees from the equator be-
cause there are more crabs there than any where else." Ano'ther pu'l k 1 
to define the word "buttress," wrote out its meaning '''A female -WhPI , as ke butter.?' '0rna es 
Intell~ctual power depends largely upon the memory. One rec ·ts. b 
other drills and organize~ the militia, of facts in a regular army, sure ru:t:Iia~1 e 
and always ready for the mtelleoNal encounter.-C. A, Morey. ' e, 
ucatlorial W ~ekly.- [Number 36 
HIGH SCHOOLS NOT MAINLY FOR THE RICH-AN ARGUMENT 
FROM FACTS. ' 
Prof. L . W. HART, Brooklyn, N, Y. 
SAFE and sufficient it is to say, the most intelligent citizens are most law-abiding, and the way to universalize and to perpetuate the peace and 
tranquil repose of the public is to educate in due time all the children in soul 
and mind and body as the future citizens of the republic-that republic where. 
in the working men are all brethren, workers with hand, or with brain, or 
with noble heart, all for the public good. . No good culture is selfish. 
The public high school is for the public good,-in the very strongest sense, 
and in the most direct manner. We argue this point solely to benefit candid 
parents whose opinion is not yet formed 0!1 the subject. 
First, we quote afresh, and lay before the facts as shown at Indianapolis, in 
the statement of Messrs. Bell, Brigham, and Merritt in January last. The state 
ment says: "It is charged that the high school is for the children of the 
wealthy. Such is not the fact. The children of those of limited means are 
educated at the high school and have the benefit of its advantages, as the fol-
lowing table will show: 
"High school statistics ·taken Jan. IS, 18n: ' 
" 
Musical Department. 
Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Mich. 
"MUSICIANS AS MEN OF MORALITY." 
To THE EDITOR OF THE MUSICAL DEPARTMENT: 
IN the last number of' the valuable WEEKLY, your interesting department 
- Number present • • , . • 
Number having neither father nor mother 
Number having no father 
Number expecting to be teachers - - . 
Others dependent on themselves for a livelihood 
contains an article on "Musicians as Men of Morality," which Will 
without doubt be productive of ~uch good. It is indeed true that musicians 
should have, as the first requisite, a good moral character. But as this is 
equally true of all professions, of all teachers, and of every man and woman, 
I ask your permission to supplement what you have said, by noting some otfur 
things that musicians ought to possess as well as go.od morals. The que~­
tion is here suggested, Why is it that the impressIOn IS so general that musI-
cians are inclined to immorality and dissipation, more than other men? In 
looking over the records of the past, we find that the great masters Of. ~usic 
were, without exception, men of truth, of integrity, and of real noblhty of 
heart; great in character as well as in music. The glorious names of Bach, 
Handel, Hayden, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, von Weber, an~ the rest 
of them have never had the slightest breath of suspicion raised agamst them. 
Their characters are as pure and honest, and open to investigat,i~n as i~ the~r 
405 immortal music. Turning our attention to the leading musIcians In thiS 
U country at the present time, Dudley Buck, B. F. Baker, Carl Zerhahn, B. J. 1~~ Lang, J. K: Paine, G. F. Bristow, Carlyle Petersilea, H. R. Palmer, G. F. and 
52" F. W. Root, Theodore Thomas, L. W, Wheeler, George L . Osgood, Eugene 
Thayer, H. C. Eddy, J. C. D. Parker, and a host of others; and in my own Now, as a candid thinker, parent or guardian, to you we appeal ' to look at _ f " h' I 
state of dear old Michigan, take the special teachers 0 musIc m our sc 00 s, 
the statistics-to add up the numbers of the four last classes. Do you ~ake and I have no doubt many teachers who are not in the schpols, a.~d we find 
it 240 ? Is not that about 24 out of every 40 , i. '~., 3 in 5 ? them all (for I am personally acquainted with nearly all I have mentioned) 
Next, we raw before you to consider candidly, the following classification .. l' h h ' ' I d ' 
noble, true, honest men, as'well as artists, shmlng Ig ts to t elr pUpl san or-
by the same gentlemen. naments to the communities in which they live. Returning to the question, 
"Occupation of parents.-Actors,. 2; agents, 40; banker, . 1 ; bakers, 2; then, Why is it that the idea still prevails that musicians ar~ ~mmoral? I 
book-keepers, 6; engineer, 1; contractors, . 10; dress-makers, 5; doctors, unhesitatingly give this answer, viz. : Because the term mu,nctan h~ ~een 
16; editors,S; farmers, 14; hotel keeper, 1; hackman,.I; ~anitor, 1; jew: very often, if not generally, misappli~d. Every bar-room and saloon sll!ger 
elers,3; laborers,s; lawyers, 13; liveryman, 1; manufacturers, 23; mer- who could sing a low song can spirito and can amore, every fiddler for dances 
chants, 64; mechanics, .SI ; ministers, 6; millers, S; musician, 1; pork-pack- who could scrape in time and set heels a-flying, every chorister who could 
er, I; police, 4; photographers, 3; pawn-broker, I; painter, 1; postmaster, "raise and fall the eight notes," or who could, on a Sunday, be "heard above 
I; railrw-d officials,s; railroad employees,4; teachers, 9; tailors,S; wlth- the whole choir"-such a wonderful voice had he-and teachers who scarcely 
- out occupation, 69. No one will question the fact that our .efficient school sys- knew the rudiments of notation, t~~u, forsooth, have been called our musi-
tem has attracted immigration to our city." cians . . It may have been somewhat excusable, a few years ago, to acknowl-
, We argue that you must see clearly as you look closely and repeatedly edge such persons as our musicians, that bei~g the beSt we cO\lI~ do, b~t now II' 
through.this array of fact~. I. ,that the higJi school is peculiarly the means ofthe in this musical age, with advantages for Improvement and mstruction a 
education. as President Lincoln said of governJI}ent, "of the eeop'le. by· the around us, our musi5:'yms· mus't be not only men and· women of 'some literary 
, people, and for the people," that it "~.ay not perish from the earth; 2, thaI- it culture and in possession of good moral character, but they must also have 
. educates its pupils, above and beyond the educati<?n which. lower schooh · spent years of earnest musical study. Admittmg that first of all a music 
center, to be radiating centers of influence.; 3, ,that it enriches the . citizen~hip teacher.should be a 'good man, next he should by all means know somethitg 
and' liomes of and community with a much more enlig~~ened and cultiya~ed, a of his special science, be skilled in his art to a certain degree, not satisfied to 
class, prepared ·as such in all the walks of public or of : private life, as 'hus- know ~imply what he has to teach, but continually pressing onward and learn-
bands and wives, as parents and teachers, as voters and tax payers,tostrength- ing more, that he may be able to bring his pupils farther up the hill of mu-
en inCalculably the comm.unity of which they ' are the members by all their sical science and art. Let vocal teachers be ashamed to say they cannot play 
a.ugume!l.ted power of mind and soul, and du~ng .al~ . t~ei~ ,s\lbseq~ent life, at all on any instrument, or that they do not understand at least rudimmtal 
, The high school is expressly fitted to do jU,st sl!ch a. measureless public ser- harmony, and how to apply it in writing and teaching. Morality is a grand 
' vice to the vast rank and file of our' scholars in lower gradc:s as West Poini good thing, but it must not be allowed to make up for incomp~tmC)! or igno-
does for the army, and Annapolis for the navy. The comparison is very much' ranee. Of course "the musical profession lJ,as been disgraced by many of 
• in ~avor of the high school, however, in several vital ~oints, ,;iz.: th~ much' its members who were wofully deficient in the first principles of morality" as 
greater number of students, the gre~ter ease of \,-cce$!> , In locatl?n a~d 10 pre- . have all other professions, not excepting the clergy, but do let "s do all w~ 
requisites, the less expense, the benefit to, all "lasses or PUrsUits directly and , can to, avoid farther disgrace by exhibiting lazimss in our profession. -
contiriuatIy'- (not during war, OIily), a~d the 'aamission of both sexes. In!!oll _ Dear Edito!" to quote from, Mr. Buck, "Would not a state of ~hings which 
oil! cities and'larger towns where once duly established and, in time; ul).der.l .should exclude (from teaching) such as have not studj~d be a God-sen,d to 
stood, it stands as secure,in the affections ;md ' enthusiasm o{ the citizens ·as 'the music of America," and of the Northwest espef;:ially? Then' should be 
-Gibraltar stands against any besieging ileet.~ · ' , no "premiums paid on licentiousness," as you say, nor yet on morality, for it 
If we have' argued the point so as to satisfy your j~dgm~nt, reaqer, candid needs no prenlium, but on noble, generous, abiding art, the kind that can 
but hitherto indifferent, we beg you henceforth to become a warm advocate only, be gamed by' earnest labor. No person ought ever to be allowed t? 
an~ c,ordial co-worker with all your influence for the' hig¥ schQol, for it can, smuggle himself into the musicians' ranks either without morality or oy ,/ 
be stroDg, and efficient, and beneficial only as far as parents and the friends ' aton'~, but let him come in openly on the strength of genuine merit. 
of educ,ation cooperate to sustain it by thei~ personal' efforts at home at all prop- "The more an artist faithful toils, 
, The more unto his work gi.ves heed, 
er times, and by thus creating a tidal wave of public opinion in favo,r of the So much the more doth he succeed. 
true "people's college," since only a smalI' part of its srude~ts evex: graduate Therefore «;ach day thy'task renew, 
into hig}ler , instirutions, while thousands ,more never get so high as this for And thou shalt see what that will do ; 
f Thereby each purpose is attained; 
want 0 proper appreciation of its many and marked advantages. Enlighten I Thereby what seemed so hard is gained, 
others, if you get light'yourself. Do,not take away the ray of knowledge, iest And, step by step, thou shalt discern 
the "Woe" of the Master fall.upon.you. Tjle knowledge which thy hand must learn." 
• 
,', 
Sept. 20, [877] The Educational Weekly. , 
The above beautiful words by the great poet Gccthe will encourage every 
true musician who reads them, and incite him to greater endeavors and 
higher attainments. FREDERIC H. PEASE. 
MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, Sept. 6, 18n. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT. 
Prof. J. BALDWIN, Principal of Kirksville Normal School, Mo. 
CLASSIFICATION. 
THE proper classification of a school , is a most difficuit work. To adjust the school to the course of study, to determine what is best for each pu-
pil, and to arrange all in suitable classes, requires thl> most searching scrutiny 
and the clearest judgment. 
PRINCIPLES. 
SO much depends upon the right classific'ation of a school, that the te\lcher 
cannot afford to grope in the dark. It behooves him to study the subject pro, 
foundly, and to think down to the underlying principles. 
1_ Criteria. Age, ability, and scholarship determine the classification. 
Other things being equal, older pupils are classed higher than younger, and 
strong, bright pupils, higher than delicate or dull ones. The reasons are ap-
parent. To consider scholarship alone is a fata~ error. 
2. Adaptation. The pupil must be placed in a class adapted to his capac-
Ity. Each pupil should be a success in his class. Success inspires confidence 
and stimulates to effort. It is generally better to class a pupil below rather 
than above his true position. 
3. ' Basis. Reading and arithmetic form the best basis for classification, as 
in the district school all pupils study these branches. Other studies may be 
worked up or reviewed in connection with these. Due weight should be 
given to the pupil's advancement in other branches. 
4. Uniformity. The studies must be kept abreast. It is not uncommon to 
find a pupil well advanced in arithmetic, but ignorant of the first principles of 
geography; or good in grammar, but deficient in arithmetic. Such pupils 
should be so classed as to give their chief energies to the branches in which 
they are deficient. 
5.:Number of Classes. The classes should be as few as is consistent with 
good grading. Upon this principle depends largely the efficiency of the un-
graded school. Numerous classes fritter away the time of the teacher without 
producing satisfactory results. ' 
PLAN. 
The young teacher may well feel appalled when he first meets his forty or 
fifty pupils of all stages of advancement. To reduce chaos to system is for 
him an herculean task. A well-digested plan of work will help amazingly. 
I. Proceed from the HigMr to the Lower Classes. First organize' the high-
est class in the branch, then the next lower, and so on, till all the classes in 
that branch are organized. As.lessons are assigned classes as soon as organ: 
ized, the elder pupils will be engaged while the younger pupils are being 
classified. 
2. Take First the Branches that Embrace the Entire School. It is prob-
ably better to organize the reading classes first, then the arithmetic, then the 
grammar, then the geography, and so on till all are organized. 
3. Give Each Class a Short Drill. This will enable you to form some no-
tion of the true standing of the pupils. Besides, it will create an interest and 
stimulate the class to prepare the lesson assigned. 
4. This rough classification is temporary. You call out such as think they 
are prepared to go into the class. ' Say to them that you will promote such as 
you find deserving, and that you will place in a lower class such as are no 
prepared. So manage, that most of the changes will be promotions. In any 
case you must conscientiously and firmly place pupils in the classes to which 
they properly belong. 
5. Much time is not required. During the first half day all the classes may 
be organized, and during the first week each pupil may be peI;lIlanently classed. 
A teacher who requires two or three weeks for the organization of a scho'll is 
evidently a quack. 
ILI.USTRATION. 
Only the inexperienced need details. A single example may illustrate: 
Teacher-All who are prepared to read in the fifth reader, will please, raise 
their hands. ' 
Class-Ten pupils raise their hands. 
Teacher-Take your readers. ' At signals take places as directed. 
Class-The pupils pass to places at the board. 
Teacher-Please write'your names on the board. 
Class-Each writes his name. 
Teacher-Turn to page 120. Read as called. 
Class-Each one reads a short paragraph. The teacher, during the read-
ing, makes out a roll of the class and grades each member on the reading: 
Teacher-Turn to page 35. You may prepare two verses each. Be pre-
pared to spell each word and give its meaning. At signals take seati. 
Class-The class pass to seats and prepare the lesson assigned. 
Teacher-Those who are prepared to read in the third reader, please raise 
t heir hands, etc., etc. 
But it is unnecessary to give further details. In a similar manner each 
class may be organized and put to work. During the afternoon each class , 
will have a short, lively recitation. On the second day you may enter upon 
your regular work, with a well prepared programme. As the recitations pro-
gress, you make the necessary changes in the classes. Wise, and prudent 
management will overcome all obstacles.-American Journal of Education. 
THAT "OLD PUZZLE" SOLVED. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN your issue of July 5, our friend De Armond, in referring to our criticism of his fictitious solution of the equations SI+y=lI, and yl+s=7, as 
given in your issue of May 10, says: 
" Our friend, Mr. Davison, proclaims in italics that no less than twenty-
seven times have we asserted that x=3 and y=2, before we reach the equa-
tions giving the values of these unknown quantities. This sweeping statement, , 
like his reasoning, is an illustration of the reckless use to , which figures and 
words may be put." 
We certainly do not intend to, misrepresent our friend De Armond in his 
"reckless use of words and figures," hence, to be more concise, we will say 
that his original solution contains the value of x, 'Viz., 3, just twenty-four 
times ; and the value of y, viz., 2, was produced three times. 
His pretended solution, as given in your issue of July 5, is also cle~rly 
based on a previous knowledge of the answers, imd solves nothing. But 
, why does he not give the solution of tlie equations s "+y=20 and yl+~= 10 
by his method. The reason is obvious, for as he cannot guess either value of s 
or y" he cannot even make a beginning to solve these equations by either of 
his fictitious methods of 'solution; although he informs us "There is no law 
excluding the number that happens to be the answer." , 
We will represent the known quantities in the above equations by a and' b. 
The equations then become x!+y=a andy.+s=b; these two primary equa-
tions readily take .the form of y=a-x' ,and S=b-yl. 
By squaring each of these two last equations, and substituting the values of 
Xl and y', as' thus found in the two primary equations, we readily obtain the 
two following general equations: 
x'-2ax.+x=b-al (I) 
)"-2 byl+y=a-b l (2) 
,Substituting values of a= II and b=7, in (I), it becomes 
X'-22X I+X=-1I4 (3). 
' This being a~ equation of the fourth degree contains four values of x; 
hence it IS impossible to solve it by one complete quadratic equation, but it 
may be resolved into its two equivalent complete quadratic equations, which 
will then give all of the values of x; ~r, all of the values of s may be found 
by the general rule jor the numerical solution of higher eq,uations, as given by 
Geo. R. Perkins, late Professor of Mathematics and Principal of State Nor-
mal School; Albany, N. Y., in his higher algebra; 
Taking the coefficients of x iIi equation (3), and supplying the missing , 
term, we obtain one of the values of x, as follows: 
1+0-22+ 1= -11413=x 
3 9-39 -114 
3-13-38 000 , 
We will now divide equation (3), with its term independent of s changed 
, to the left, by s-3, as follows: ' 
X 4+OSB -22XI +X+1I4 L x~--73,---=-__ ---;;;--,..., 
x4-3x8 sB+3~1_13x;"38 (4) 
+6X8-22XB 
3XB - 9x • 
-13xl+X 
-13XI+39x 
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'We now mve an equation of the third degree which <OOIIltains the three re-
maining 1l7.:I!iI!les of x, one of which we proceed to lind :as follows: 
Xl + :3XI 13x = 38 l3·58442&34034=x 
:3 18 . !i 
.6 5' 23000 
:3 27 19125 
~9 32 trial divisor. 3875000 
3 625 3666912 
1I2j 1825 true divisor. 208088000 
• 'S. 650 187936704 
11,30 4475 trial. 20151296000 
5 10864 18817867584 
8:,358 458364 true. 1333428416000 
8 10928 941008902888 
1366 469292 trial. 3924195 
Reviews. 
A HISTORV'Of the United StIItes of America. By JOSiah W. Leeds. i I(P-hibdelphia: ,J. :B. Lippincott & Co.)-This book is deserving of 
1IIlOFe 'tban a passing notice. !Being informed, on the title page, that it_ "in-
cludes some ,important ·{acts mostly omjtted in the smaller Histories," we were 
lIlaturally anxious to'be lhlade acquainted with these- "importan't facts." Our 
.euriosiby 'was furth6t increased when we read in the Preface the following: 
,"This 'persistent in~Gctrination of warlike ideas resul.t~ in produci~g ' a~ 
iintensely .partisan feehng, so that th.e ,:ery name o~ "British,"· or "Me:X:lc~n\ 
!became a Ihare'ful sound to our patriotic apprehenSIOns. Indeed, our pl'lnC'l~ 
!pal 'concePIl seemed to be, to learn how: ~lUch greater was the battle-Io~s iT! kil~~ 
.ed ,and 'wounded on the part of the BritIsh than was that of the Amenca'!s. k 
lisonottuSing too forcible an expression to say, that there was begotren tn ~u'r 
,yoll.tkful minds something of themaliglUlnt~ntiment-qf .11I1trtkr~~... (Itahcs 8 54976 3764064 
13744 46984176 true. 1601 31 
'I ,are .ours). 
4 54992 141152 
13748 47039168 trial. 18979 
4 5500g6 18820 
'"137524 47044668~ true. J 54 
4 550112 141 
137528 4705017008 trial. . 'IS 
4 2750644 18 
1375322 470504451444 true. 
2 27 
1375324 470507 trial. 
I 
About 300 pages-two-thirds of the book-are 't$en 'Up with Colonial His-
'lory, and the "important fact mostly 'c:1Inrn'itted;' ~'II other Histories is the un-
just and cruel treatment heaped 'tIpan ·the "'se.'9'llge" Indian by his "Christian" 
brdther. The authCll', evidently a ·Quak-et, pleads the cause of the Indian 
most earnestly. Puritans, Romanists, ~piscopalians, and Dutch Reformed-
all have been bad boys. in their 4i'eatment of the innocent, gentle, and altogeth-
er lovely red man.; ·and·OIk'll:uthor scores them most beautifully. Ana~ptists 
aad Quakers 'Wer.e ·Ihe ;good boys, and, of course, were unmolested by the 
mdble ilindian. lEll'lllil seriousness, the author has done a good deed in pre-
,genting ;the ·ofuel- side of the Indian question; but in doing this, we think he 
470508 constant divisor. 
We now proceed to reduce equation (4) to a complete quadratic equation 
by -dividiHg it by x-3.58442834034, as follows: 
~1+3x-' -13x -38L x-3·58442834034 . 
I ;goes Itoo .far 'OCcasionally in the justification of Indian atrocities, and he seems 
to!ba-v.e >6ktirely overlooked the fact, that, notwithstanding the efforts of John 
Eliot:ana other Indian "apostles," the Indians were ever ready and will· 
.inglllo be led from the path of duty. AS,to the "malignant sentiment of mur-
xa~3.58442834034X' xl+6·58442834034X+IO.601411549 . 
<6·S8442834034X1_13x 
6 .58442834034X' -23.60141 1549x 
-IO.601411549x-38 
-10.601411549x-38 
We now have the complete quadratic equation, x·+6.58442834034x= 
-10.601411549, which readily gives the two remaining values of x, viz., 
-3.77931025 and, -2.80511809. 
The four values of y may be found by substituting the values of x in the 
primary equation, or 'as follows: Substituting values of a=11 and 0=7 in 
equation (2), it becomes y4-14yB+Y=-38. This bi-quadratic equation, 
when reduced to il~ two equivalent complete quadratic equations, gives 
and 
Y2-.15 1873474Y= 3.696253052 
yl+.151873474v=IO.280681391 
These equations being regular in form ~re easily solved, and give the four 
following! 
r ~~u.s of y. ' } 
t -1.848126526 3.131312518 -].283185991 
MINONK, ILL. 
Collecting and 
arranging the 
corresponding values 
of x we have 
We present the following equations for solution: 
Values of x. 
{ 
3· } 3.58442834 
-2.80511809 
-3-7793 1025 
D. H. DAVISON. 
x+y+.z=5, XYZ=IO, xByl+ZB=7ot. D.H.D. 
./ 
Are teachers always as clear and definite in their ideas as they ought to be, 
in order to impart knowledge, or illustrate a subject to their classes? We 
have in mind a teacher of some years' experience, whose pupils could never 
give a satisfactory explanation of the reason why, in the division of one frac-
tIon by another, we invert the divisor and then multiply. The trouble was, 
the teacher did not have a clear idea hersdf. 
In order to acquire ,a habit of clearness of thought, pupils are reqUired to 
write out analyses and explanations. There is nothing like careful writing to 
prom~te habits of accurate thought and expression. Teachers themselves 
can do nothing.that will better promote their own efficiency and thorough-
ness, than to write, frequl!ntly, articles on some points connected with their 
teaching. This nel!d not be for publication, but simply for their own benefit. 
Careful writing, of ·this kind will soon lead teachers to be a little surprised at 
their former indefiniteness of some of their own ideas ill regard to very im-
portant things in teaching. It will suggest new thoughts to them every day. 
and m;Lke their work more interesting to themselves. 
." ' . -
.&rers" begotten by the perusal of other Histories, we will simply quote a 
'Sbort paragraph to show how far the author is guilty in' the same direction, 
'In speaking of the course the Spaniards pursued toward the natives, he quotes 
the following: "They murdered young children, beating out their brains 
against stones. The kin~s and princes of the country they either scorched to 
death or threw them to the dogs to ~ tom to pieoes." What sort of a spirit 
must the reading of such passages beget in the "youthful mmd?" 
The author hates rum, and sometimes ~,es clear out of his way to preach a 
temperance discourse. Slavery, of course is an abo~ination to him; but when 
he says- . 
"Had the constitution provided that slaves should not be counted in com-
puting the quota of representativc:s, it is highly probable that. oU,r country 
would have escaped the sad experience of the War of EmanCipation. The 
slave power would then not have. been over-represented, and would ~ave be~n 
more likely to .accept of some satisfact!lry plan of adjustment ere sectional bit-
terness ciC)sed. the way." 
He forgets that twelve of the thirteen states held slaves, and that we would 
ihavehad. no constitution at all, had not the three-fifths compromise been 
.adopted.. 
W.a/I' the author very properly abhors as a relic of the barbarous ages; but 
we can not quite agree with him in saying that "our ancestors had no right to 
I/1IIflke war upon the plea that they were unjustly taxed and treated." It seems 
tto us that there is such a thing as "forbearance ceasing to ' be a virtue," and 
<our, ancestors had about arrived at that point. 
A few expressions strike us as peculiar; "Washington died the 14th day of 
the 12th. month, 1799." ."Inauguration (3d month 4th, 1797)." "The. Chero· 
kee lands were disposed of by lottery," etc . 
The publishers have done their work well; the binding is attractive, yet 
plain; the tinted paper and the large, clear type go far toward making us for-
get the absence of maps. Illustrations there .are none, and we are not sorry 
for it. 
The Eclectic Series of Geographies. This series consists of three books,- • 
Number one, Primary. Geograpy; Number Two, intermediate Geograpky; 
Number Three, School Geography. Number one is deSigned for beginners, 
and is arranged with questions and answers, though these do not alternate as in 
some primary geographies; the questions are, . however, numbered to ~orres. 
pond with their answers . 
• The Intermediate Geography, though designed to precede Number Three 
in a full course, is so arranged 'as to be complete in itself. The-maps are very 
beautifully and accurately engraved, being always on the left hand page, fac-
ing the questions and descriptive text. The work of the publishers, as well 
as the authors, has been done with' only one object in view-to make the 
.' book the best in the market. ' 
Sept 20, 1877] The EducatIonal Weekly. 
The School Geography embraces considerable mathematical" and physical 
as well as political geography. The mechanical execution-the fine 'art dis: 
played in the maps, the illustrations, and the typography-is deserving of the 
highest praise. The publication of such a ~agnificent work-especially such 
!l series of magnificent works-necessitates an enormous expense of time, la-
bor, and money. But the enterprising publishers-Van Antwerp, Bragg & 
Co.-have for years enjoyed the highest reputation as publishers of school 
books, and the item of expense scarcely enters into consideration when they 
have discovered that a new publication is needed. 
The most striking feature of the edition of the School Geography before us 
cbnsists in twelve pages devoted exclusively to the state of Illinois. This 
special department has been prepared _ with extreme care, under the direct 
personal supervision and authority of Prest. E. C. Hewett, of the Illinois Nor-
mal Univ~rsity. In the preparation of these pages nearly every prominent 
teacher aud superintendent in the state has rendered more or less assistance, 
in reporting geographical statistics and mformation relating to their individual 
localitie~. This special geography is accompanied by a full page map of the 
state, which portraY$ not only the county boundaries, railroads, cities, towns, 
and villages, but, what is not common in the school maps of Illinois, the 
physical jl!aturl!s of every county. The rivers and smaller streams are shown 
by blue hnes, and the knolls and river hills are also indicated in every countY 
by the ordinary means. So complete a description of the state-its surface 
and drainage, its climate, its soil, 'its products, and-the occupations of its inhab-
itants-should be found in every school in the state. It is the most valuabie 
portion of the book, and even if not to be obtained independent of the rest, 
should by all means be in the possession of every teacher. 
The illustrations in these books, while not as large as may be found ill one 
or two other works of a similar kind, are nevertheless unsurpassed in respect 
to artistic excellence and the vividness with which they portray the most im-
portant parts of the text. The very low prices at which such magnificent 
school-books are sold is one of the marvels of the day. Only the enormous 
, sales which are made could justify so much expense for so low-priced books. 
Number One is furnished for introduction at 60 cents, Number Two at $1.13, 
and Number Three at $1.35. Every teacher should have a copy of each; 
the publishers offer to furnish them for examination with a view to introduc-
,tion at these prices. 
Ray's NI!W Arithnutics. Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. have just issued a re-
vised edition of Ray's Arithmetics, in w.hich an attempt has been made to 
meet the demand, not only for new methods of discussing the subject, but also 
for more of what is called "business arithmetic." It is a little remarkable, tf 
true, that not until these days has the fact become generally acknowledged 
that it is chiefly for business that arithmetic is and should 'be, studied in the 
schools. But however this may be, the prominence given to "business arith-
metic" is now urged as a special excellence of every new arithmetic. 
This revised series of Ray's books consists of three volumes. The first is 
called Ray's New Primary, the second, Ray's New Intellectual; and the 
third, Ray's New Practical. Of course the books look much bette; than they 
did before, for this is not the time for producing any new. book, especially a 
school book, which is not printed and bound in the very best style. This may 
be well, but it may also be possible to expend too much money on the mechan-
ical part of the work. It is well to give the eye a favorable impression at the 
outset, fo~ much favor is thereby gained from such as do not examine the con-
tents carefully, but it is not well to permit the expense of public~tion to in-
increase the actual cost to the pupil beyond what is necessary for a good sub· 
stantlal book. 
The Primary Arithmetic contains seven illustrations, five of which picture 
groups ofbird3; the other books are not illustrated. Ray's Intellectual Arith-
metic-the old Part II., has long been a standard, and in the revision it has 
been rendered more complete and systematic, and therefore more valuable. 
The pages devoted to Fractions, Percentage, and General Review aTe specially 
full aI\d varied. In the Practical Arithmetic we find the same features which 
distinguished the former editions, and "which constituted the peculiar philo-
sophical method of its learned authorr." It contains 336 pageS, printed in 
. elegant typography on calendered paper. In re2ard to its arrangement as it 
now appears, the p\1blishers say: 
"The_ a~angement i~ strictly philosophical; no principle is anticipated; the 
the.pu~ll.ls never requued to perform any operation until the principle on 
which It IS founded hali first been explained. * * * The different matter of 
the' volume; .the definitiqn, the solution, or the rule, is at once clearly indi-
cate~ by a difference of type * * * The analytic solutions and written op-
erations have been carefully separated. All obsolete Tables of Weights and 
Measures, such as Beer Measure and Cloth Measure, and all obsolete denom-
mations, such as drams, roods, etc., are discarded. The Metric System of 
Weights and Measures is presented in accordance with its now widely ex-
tended usage, and is assigned its proper place immediately after Decimals." 
Correspondence. 
TWO OVERSIGHTS. 
To THE 1!:DITOR OJ! THE WEEKLY: 
I CHEERFULLY accept the criticism of Dr. Hendricks in No. 33 of the WEEKLY to a sentence in my second paper on Astronomical Geography, 
in No. 28. The brief and unhappy sentence 'in which occur the "235 feet" 
and the "one-third of an inch" might well have been omitted. I can account 
for my inserting it without the proper qualification as to latit,ude only on the 
eternal principle that it is human to err. On the 7th page of Mitchell's Phys-
ical Geography is this sentence: "In 1804, thirty balls ";ere dropped from 
Michael's Tower, in Hamburg, from the height of 235 feet, when the devi-
ation from a perpendicular was found to be one-third of an inch." 
It now becomes my duty to call attention to a serious error in the formula 
developed by Dr. H. I fully appreciate the method of establishing the for-
mula, but it does not apply to the case under consideration. It furnishes re-
sults considerably too large. The descending ball does not change its longi-
tude uniformly during the time of its descent. The rate of this change at 
the instant of the starting of the ball is nothing, aud at the instant of strildng 
thl! earth it is precisely that which the formula for "the difference between 
the velocities of A and B" furnishes. The rate of the headway which the 
ball makes toward the east in descending varies, then, from nothing to the 
maximum represented by the formula. Further illustration is perhaps unnec-
essary. If desired, it will be cheerfully furnished. L. F. M. EASTERDAY. 
CARTHAtiE, Ill., Sept. 7, 1877. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERIES. 
[Queri .. and answers are invited from all readers. This department is in the hand. of 
subscribers.] 
36. If the inclination Qf the plane of the earth's orbit were 25°, what would 
be the width in degrees of each zone? 
37. To what political difficulties during the period of our constitutional 
history has the doctrine of "political inequality of race" led? , 
38. Give examples of each kind of levers in t!Joe human system. 
39. Parse the italicized words in the following: His bl!ing a /awyl!r proved-
his ruin. 
40. If the diameter of a circle be 4 feet, what will be length of the sides of 
the greatest square formed within the circlt;? 
41. What led to a division of our language into parts of speech? 
42. What is the difference in the following: rl-cr .05 and .05 per cent? 
43. At what rate does the blood travel in the arteries? capillaries? veins? 
why? ' 
44. Will some reader suggest a good method of conducting an advanced . 
class in spelling? . 
45 . Do the readers of the WEEKLY think it advisable to use copy books? 
Ifso, why? L. E. LANDES. 
Dayton, Ind., Sept. 10,1877. 
-----------------46. A, B, C, and D found a purse containing a certain amount of money, 
which they divide m the following manner: A takes $60.06 and one tenth 
of the remainder; B takes $70.07 and one tenth of the remainder; and C takes 
$So.08 and one tenth of the remainder; and D takes what then remains. 
What is the whole' amount? What is the share of each? 
47. Will ~ome of the correspondents of the WEEKLY who have had expe-
rience in that direction, answer through its columns this question: "What 
can be done in the high school (0 promote a taste for good reading among the 
pupils." The question is a vital one in any system of education. "67." 
48. If an article had cost me 20 per cent less, my rate of gain would have 
been 30 per cent more. What was my rate of gain? 
49. A man owes $3,375, which is 20 per cent of 62~ per cent of ~ of his 
fortune more than Ys of his fortune. What is his fortune? LIBRA. 
ANSWERS: 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queri .. which have preceded.1 
31. J. M. Maxwell made a slight mistake in his solution of the problem 
in questIOn 3 I, by omitting the length of one end of the field . 
/120XI60 2~ 6 X2=226.24 rds.=2 ends. 
226.24 . : 
2x---X3=339.36 rds.=2sldes. 
4 . 
226.24+339.36=565.6 rds.=distance around the field, which at $2 per )'od= 
$1,131.20 total cost of fence. W. V. MILLER. 
BELL CREEK, Neb., Sept. 7. 1877. : - . , 
.. 
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Minnesota. 
THE State Teachers' Association, held on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of Au-gust, at Mankato, was a success. There was a much larger attendance 
than has characterized these meetings for several years; our very best educa-
tors turned.out in force; able papers were presented on live topics, and these 
brought out interesting diSCUSSIOns. Among the papers presented we mention 
Prof. Bond's, of St. Paul, on the question, "At What Age Should Children Be 
Admitted to the !"ublic Schools?" The school law of the state places the 
age too young. Our primary schools are made ?urseries. Many of our p~i­
mary teachers are not good nurses, and cannot mvent amus,ement for the lit-
tle ones. New Jersey fixes the age at seven yeats. This is better than at 
five years. At.the age of ten, the New Jersey c.hild w.ill be ~head of th.e 
Minnesota pupIl at that age. What can be done With foreign children at thiS 
immature age? They have nothing to do but to sit still. The teacher is baf-
fled by their dumbness. They are not old en.ou~h to .Iearn. Our Minnesota 
plan gives eities an advantage over rural districts I.n the ~atter of ura~ . 
ing public money. Children of five years can attend m the CIties, but not m 
the country. It would be wise to change our law and make the time of ad-
mission seven years of age., It was voted that the paper of Prof. Bond be 
pnnted in the report of the State Superintendent. . 
MISS A. E. Wheeler: of Winona, gave an illustrative lesson on the methods 
of teachmg history. It is not the object of this study to commit to memory a 
large mass of ?ates. History is a systematic account of th~ rise an? fal! of 
nations, including the causes of events and the results of SOCial and ~Istoncal 
changes. Many of these questions are old; they have often been discussed, 
and the value of any Distory depends ,upon its methods of treating these 
causes and results. We need mQre of this study in our common schools. It 
is a defect in our system of education that we have not had more real history. 
Our teachers are to blame for this. They have not imbibed tP~ spiri~ of 
American history. We have done only routine work. A skillful teacher 
should.select topics for a course of oral instruction, use a map and require repro-
duction. History and geography should be taught in connection with each 
other and their relations. Abstracts of lessons are valuable. But few arbi-
trary dates should be required. The state of European society and science 
previous to the distovery of America, should be brought out. This point was 
illustrated by a map showing the condition of mankind and civilization in the 
age of Columbus. This method of developmg history and building up an ac-
count of civil progress was shown to be very attractive. This plan of in· 
stniction requires ability and life in the teacher. It implies that history is a 
growth, and that a love of the study can be secured by any teacher ~ho has 
digested the subject and comprehended its philosophy. It is an inference 
from Miss Wheeler's paper that more attention should be given to this sub-
ject in our training schools, and institutes. We cannot expect that our chil-
dren will love our country, without a more thorough knowledge of its history. 
The subject should be magnified in our common schools. The discussion that 
followed was complimentary to Miss Wheeler. The paper was commended 
to the study of all our teachers. 
Superintendent G. C. Tanner presented a paper on "The Elements of Re-
ligion in Common Schools." We seem to be at work on the theory of hav· 
ing the least amount of moral forces in our schools that will save them. The 
sense of responsibility is the first thing in the elements of religion. The idea 
of right and wrong must be l'egard~d and cultivated in our schools, or we ed-
ucate without a foundation. The sacred majesty of law is another element. 
The pupil must be taught this respect for law. Obedience to wise law must 
be inculcated as a duty. The sentiment of reverence is another element. 
It must be distinguished from superstition. We are becoming an irreverent 
people. Our children must be required to cherish this sentiment. Its objects 
may be found in nature, for what is around and above us, for one's self, for 
age and virtue and the infinite mind. A reverence for what is below us is 
importalit for the lowly, the poor. Children need this on the play ground. 
The reading of the Bible is valuable where it can be made to conduce to this 
end. These ele~ents are to be taught in forms requiring no argument. The 
state does recoglllze moral character, and we must develop it in our schools 
and secure it by a culture in which all can agree. 
Prof. Woodman, of Minneapolis, read a paper on free text· books, that is, 
books owned by the district and used gratis by the cbildren. To.day books 
can be had of publishers at two· thirds cf the old prices. They have granted 
so much relief that districts can afford to assume the rest of the burden and 
furnish books as common apparatus. Books so loaned will be more care-
fully used than books owned by the pupils; we should have no bookless pupils 
on this plan. It has been tried in Newark, N. J., and in Lewiston, Me. It 
is found to work well. The supply is constant and convenient for teachers. 
Wisconsin has a law permitting districts to adopt the plan; 137 distri~ts p..ur-
chase under the law; 137 of these loan the books to pupils. LegislatIOn 
would be required to authorize the plan in this state. The objections were 
con~idered and the question whether our people would be ready for the plan. 
We may reach it by urging the subject upon the public notice, and this was 
the object of the paper. , 
~dn~sday-Evming Susion-The committ.:e on ' the text-book law made 
a report setting forth objections to this kind of legislation. The principles, 
restrictions, and tendencies of the law, as viewed by the committee, were 
clearly set forth. In the discussion it appeared the association were almost 
unanimous in their concurrence with the committee. But to secure some 
changes in phraseology the report was recommitted, with instructions to re-
port at half-past eight on Thursday morning. B. 
Illinois. 
PERSONALS. 
C W. ROLF succeeds Mr. Rowell in the superintendency of the Kanka· • kakee schools.--W. H. Brydges, for several years the principal of 
the Elgin High School, accepts the superintendency of the city schools. (t 
lady succeeds him in the High School. --Frank Akins is principal of the 
Mineral (Bureau Co.) schools, and A. C. Whipple of the LaMoille schools. 
--B. F. Stvcks is booked for Sullivan next year.--··"Prof. J . N. Wilkinson 
delivered a highly entertaining and sensible lecture at the Methodist church 
on Friday evening. His lecture was entitled 'Fiction.' It wa;; entirely free 
from all prejudice, and showed a great deal of research. It IS seldom that 
Sullivan has the pleasure of listening to so able a lecture."-Sttlliva~l !rog -
reS!. The Sullivan Institute was managed, this year, by Mr. J. N. Wilkmsoll, 
and Mr. B. F . Stocks. Their work was especially satisfactory to the teachers 
of Moultrie County.--R. L. Barton is the Republican nominee for .county 
clerk in Piatt County. "Fling away ambition," Robert.--Mr. E. Whlttles~y 
is principal of one of the schools in Effingham.--The Kane schools ar~ m 
charge of H. A. Allen.--J. Pike is superintendent of the ]erseynlle 
schools.--Supt. Etter lectured at Aledo the 24th ult.--J. B. ~cFarlane 
enters upon his seventh year as principal of th~ Coal Valley pubbc .schools. 
One of his assistants, Mr. W. A. Kramer., has taught for twelve years m these 
schools.--J. E. Bangs is the ~a Rose principal..--J. W. P~yne remains. in 
charge of the Gilman schools thIS year.--M~ntIcello has a high sc~o~l wlt.h 
a three years' scientific, and a four years' clasSical course. The pnnclpal IS 
P. T. Nichols.--We learn by a private letterfrom E. J . James, that he has 
finished his University course in Germany, and will return to America soon. 
Mr. James was graduated from the High School Department of the Illinois 
Normalm 1872. He spent the following year in the University at Evanston, 
and the s~cceeding year at Harvard University. He went to Germany in the 
summer of ' 75, and commenced a university course at Halle. Last month he 
successfully passed his examinations for the degrees of Ph. D. and A. M., re-
ceiving the magna cum lattd~. "Herr Doctor" finishes his course at twenty-
two. He will receive a cordial greeting from many friends .who hav~ :watch-
ed his career with increasmg interest. He desires · a. stlltab!e position . as 
teacher. With his familiarity with normal methods of mstructl?n .an~ With 
his superior scholarship, he will be a valuable man for some mstltuhon of 
learning. Letters addressed to Evanston, Ill., will reachhim.--R. B. ~elch, 
of the last class of the Illinois Wesleyan University, succeeds Mr. Rew m the 
Pontiac schools.--The Hillsboro Academy opened on M?nday, September 
3, with a full and efficient corps of instructors. L .. B. ~h.ltham has charge 
of the academic department, while Miss Mary Lyon IS prmclpal of the En~­
!ish department.--l'he Illinois Normal opens with an attendance of 270 In 
the Normal Department. This is' the exact seating capacity. This number, 
probably, will be increased to three hundred before the close of the second 
week. We miss the face of the genial Doctor. At the preliminary meeting 
of the Faculty, on the Saturday evening preceding the beginning of school, 
the President was directed 1<) forward to the Doctor a suitable reply to his in-
vitation to attend the opening ceremonies of The Colorado University. The 
classes in Natural Science are in charge of Mr. Forbes, while Mr. Paisley has 
the other classes that were formerly taught by Dr. Sewall. Miss Flora Pen-
nell succeeds Miss Edwards. The other teachers are the same as last year. 
Miss Preston has the book store at the bUilding. The rejections were numer-
ous this year, numbering almost a third of the applicants examined. Most of 
these are at work in the grammar department of the Model school, and will 
try again next term.--The public schoQls at Normalopened Sept, 10. Mr. 
Carter enters upon his fourth year as principal. Miss Franklin, who taught 
five years in these schools, goes to 'Delavanto assist Mr. McClung. Miss Ad-
die Goodrich's health IS improving"slowly. She will be unable to enter upon 
her duties in the public schools this term. 
LACON, Ill., Sept. 3. '77.-State Editor ~ekij.-The Institute that was 
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held in this city from Aug. 6 to Aug. 25, under the management of Supt. Ed-
w~rds, assisted by Prof. J. A. Holmes, of Wenona, and Charles Smith, of 
Prmceton, was a success in every particular. The number enrolled was fifty-
two. A. F. TREAKLE, Secretary. 
Wisconsin. 
--The Columbus public schools have opened with an increased attendance 
over the opening of last year of 397. The facilities of the High School have 
been increased by an addition of six new rooms. A new building of twelve 
rooms has been occupied for the first time. For six years the average increase 
of enrollment per year has been about three hundred pupils; this shows a 
substantial growth in the population of our city. 
Indiana. 
• 
IN the death of Chauncey Rose, of Terre Haute, Indiana loses one of its best citizens. Mr. Rose's gifts to educational and charitable institutions ag-
gregate over two million dollars. To the Rose Polytechnic Institute alone 
he has given about $450,000, while itis thought that certain provisions in his 
will Will add very largely to the sum already given. It is, indeed, not very 
unlikely that the Rose Polytechnic Institute may prove to be the best endowed 
institution of the kind in the country.--J. A. Reubelt has opened an acade-
my at Denver.--The people of Bowling Green !lre trying to get a school of 
higher grade established in their midst.--W. T. Fry takes charge of the 
Crawfordsville schools, at a salary of $1,200. 
Educati6nal News. 
SUPT. GUERNSEY, of Grant county, says that he noti~es that there is, with scarcely an exception, a marked improvement m the sch.ools of those teachers who attend the institutes. We are glad to hear that kmd of 
testimony.--In order 'to make the practice work of the students more val-
uable to themselves, the Board of Regents, at their last annual meeting, made 
some change, in the organization of the Traming Department of the Platte-
ville Normal School. Mr. C. H. Nye was appointed Director. --The 
Whitewater Normal School has been entirely reorganized in some of its de-
partments and the building put in thorough r,:pair. It opens the school y~ar 
under most favorable circumstances.--Racme College opens the year with 
a very large attendance.--reachers and others throughout the state have 
been shocked at the news of the death of Prof. O. E. Smith, Principal of the 
Sparta High School. He has long been connected with the cause of educa-
tion in the state as teacher, and ranked high in the profession. His abilities 
were unquestioned. The following, cli~ped from t~e Milw;,llkee Smtinel, 
written from Black River Falls, thus gives the particulars : .~t Saturday, 
Aug. 25, while a party of ourc1tizens,acco~pan~ed by Prof.. O. R. Smith .. of Spar-
ta, who has been carrying on the teachers mS!ltute of thiS place, With P~of. 
De La Matyr, were on their. way to the huntmg grounds about twenty ~~les ARKANSAS Th S T h 'A .. h ld . from this place, a gun accidentally fell from. the buggy, the ham.mer stnkmg .- e tate eac ers ssoclatlOn e Its annual meeting 
h h 1 h h I at Little Rock, as announced, but the meeting was not as much the wheel causing it to explode, and throw~ng t e woe c. arge mto. t e eg 
O
f Prof. Smith, tearing the flesh and 'breakmg the bones m a terrible way. of a success as was desired by those most interested. In order to cor-~ d d rect errors of advertising. arranging programmes, etc., the Association deter-
Sunday night at ten o'clock the spirit of the un ortun~te man p.asse away an mined to hold another meeting during the holidays, at Little Rock. In view 
his body was at rest, after eighteen hours .of the most mte~se pam. :rhe Pr~fes- of the instructions given to the executive committee it is expected that this 
sor's wife, accompanied by Dr. Gage, arnved at three 0 clock ~hls .mormng, meeting will be one which will be a credit to the state. In the election of 
and before the news of his death reached town they had started In high hopes 
d 
d ., h' b t h officers a new departure was taken by electing a lady President-Miss Ida Joe 
that they would reach the then ea man m lime to save 1m, u w en ten Brooks, of Little Rock. Notwithstanding the feeling of opposition to "im-
miles from town she met the remains of her husband. The body was brought ported" tea-c:hers on the part of school boards of the state, several teachers 
to this city, from whence it will be sent b.y the fir~t train to his home in Spar- were present from the. state of Illinois. . 
tao Although Prof. Smith had not been m our Village a w~ek, he had many 
friends who feel from their hearts for the people of Sparta, m the loss of so COLORADO.-Colorado College is to be the name of a new institution to be excelle~t a man. The wife and children of the deceased have the heartfelt . established at San Juan, near Colorado Springs. It is said that $20,000 
sympathy of the whole community."--The July and Aug~st .numbers of the has been given by New Englanders for a professorship, and $10,000 has been 
Wisconsin :Jounta1o.f Education are among the best wlthm our rem em- subscribed in Colorado for the building.--A kindergarten is projected at 
brance of that truly excellent paper.--The Oshkosh State Normal School, ' Colorado Springs. 
which ranks among the best, opens !he school year wi!h but. slight changes in . GEORGIA.-The Board of Trustees of Georgia University has appCJinted a 
its organization.--Supt. C. M., Br.lght, o! Waupaca, IS urgmg the teachers of committee, of which the Hon. A. H. Stephens is chairman, to confer with the 
his county to organize a teachers Clrculatmg library. We hope the effor~s faculty, with a view to a revision of the whole system of discipline, studies 
will prove successful. As we remember. it, Sauk county already has such a Ii- and ~urriculum, from which it is hope.d the University will take an upward 
brary.--Hon. John A. Johnson after show~ng, i~ a I~tter to the Jamesville step m the fulfillment of the hopes of Its founders. The corps of instructors is 
Ga%ette, that there is an ele~ent among the Scartdmavlans oppos.eq to our Pu?- fully organized . 
. lic schools, thus concludes: "The great body of the Scandma~l~ns l~v,: ~hls ILLlNOIs.-Mr. C. Stratton is principal at Edwardsville. --Mr. Miller,last 
country and its in~titutions: . The~ are strongly opposed to political diVISIOns year superintendent of schools at Bushnell, was reelected by the retiring board 
based on nationality or rehglOus Views, and look upon the common school as of education. The new board, after organizing, elected Mr. A. Neff, and Mr • 
. the means of uniting us all into one mtelligent, ha~monious people."--The Miller has brought suit for $1000, the amount of a year's salary.--Serious 
Marinette Eagle publishes a full course of study which has re.cently been adopt- charges have been preferred by Prof. O. Mayo, late of the Northwestern Uni-
ed by the school board. The same paper.sp~ksfavor.ably of the management versity at Evanston, againsl Dr. C. H. Fowler, ex-president, and the Board 
of the schools under J. C. Crawford, as pnnclpal.-."'" fhe catalogue for 1876- of Trustees. The charges are ~aid to be groundless.--Mr. Wentworth 
7, of the Wisconsin Female College and th7 Academ>: fo! young men, located Hurd, a graduate of the State Normal School of Massachusetts, ha.· taken 
at 'Fox Lake and of which Rev. A. O. Wright IS Prmclpal, shows that 127 charge of the Normal department of the Rock River University at Dixon.--
'. students we:e in attendance last year. There are two courses of study-Eng- Prof. P. H . Harris edits a.n ~ducational column in the Milton Beacon, iii whicJt 
lish and Classical- extending thro.ugh four ye3;rs; also a Normal and a Pre· he .attempts to show that It IS not deSirable for teachers to subscribe for educa-
pa~tory qepartment. The school IS under effiCient management. tional journals. He says that "the educational paper, instead of being an aid 
and a comfort; is a clog and a burden." 
. ..... ; Ohio . 
I~ most of the cities and towns of this state the school year b~gins th~ first Monday of September. There have been . fewer changes m supennten-dents and teachers, in the public schools of OhIO, t~an for several years . .ow-
ingito the reduction of salaries in ~any towns, and. III Cl,:veland and ~~Iedo, 
and the apparent dissatisfaction which has shown Itself m some localities of 
the state, in regard to courses of study and t he general managem~nt of school 
If: .' many changes were expected. The effort to reduce salaries of t.each-a airs, h ' I . . h" . th 
ers in Cincinnati was unsuccessful. ~eac ers . sa aries III t ~s Clo/ r~mal? . e 
sacie as last year.--Institutes for city teachers were held m Clllcmnatl,. SIX 
da beginning August 27; Cleveland, one day; Dayton, five days; Sprlllg-
' fie~;;ve days, and Columbus wiII hold her institute, c??tinuing in session f~ur 
days, the II, 12, 13, and 14 inst. The school au~ontles have foundthes~ m-
ilitutes to be of great value to the schools.-A fnend from Wooster,O.,kind-
ly sends me the following items. of news . . Prof. James Wallace, for three 
years adjunct Prqfessor of Greek III the Umverslty of Wooster, and who has 
roade-for himself a fine reputation as a scholar and a teache;, started Sept. 5 
for a/year's travel and study in Europe. Mr. Eversole contmues at the head 
of the public schools. Prof; W. W. Wallace, after a!l absen~e of a ye~r, sp~nt 
in higher scientific and technical study, returns to hiS poS! m the Umv~rstty; 
Prof. W. R. Crabbs, of Nevaqa, 0 ., has been chosen assistant teacher m the 
re iuatory department of the University.--Mr. D. O. Ghormler:, of the Se-~i1l~'schoolS, has been elected to the princip~ship of the Cortland High School. 
IOWA.-Two young ladies have alre3;dy entered the Iowa College pf Law, 
~d others are expected.--The. Agricultural College, situated at Ames, is 
highly prosperous. Its farm COnsl.ts of 800,;lcres. The school year will close 
No",:ember 14.--~ennox Collegiate Institute, at Hopkinton, has been in op-
eratIOn nearly twenty years. It has a library of about 1,300 volumes. About 
400 students were enrolled last year. The institution claims to fit students for 
the jtlnior year at Princeton College. Rev. Dr. Samuel Hodge is PreSident. 
--The prospects for a full attendance at the State University this year are • 
more flattering than ever before. 
KANSAS.-W. A. Boles,of Shelbyville, Ind., has become superintendent of 
schools at Lawrence. . 
LoUISIANA.-A grand sentiment is gaining prevalence in the South· it is ex-
pressed by the New Orleans Times in the motto: "Up with the sch~olhouse 
down with the revolver." , 
MAINE.-No student in the Bowdoin School of Science is allowed to 
take more than two studies, as the facuIty believe that all the working time 
can. be mo~e profitably spent in this way than upon a larger number.--Four 
ladles are mcluded in the freshman class of Colby University. . 
MICH1GAN.-The Board of trustees of the Ann Arbor public schools says 
in its annual report that the average attendance upon the schools exceeds I -
400; that the teaching force already employed numbers thirty-five; that the 
high school is larger than any other high school fn the state, tliat of Detroit 
excepted, and more than twice as large as ·any other high school in the state 
. that of Grand Rapids excepted; -and that it prepares more students for th~ 
University, or a college course elsewhere, than all of the other high schools of 
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the state, and mor.e than any other public school in the United States, while 
providing a thorough and extended commercial course, rivaling the courses in 
expensive commercial or business colleges, for students not desiring a college 
course. Supt. Perry says in his report respecting the high school: "The en-
rollment the past year exceeded that of the previous yfar by forty-four, of 
which increase forty-three were non-residents. The total tuition receipts from 
all departments were $4,597, a gain over the preceding year of $496. The 
non-resident tuition receipts amounted to $3,952, an excess over like receipts 
of the preceding year of $647. Such a growth bespeaks, as nothing else can, 
the popularity and I trust the excellence of the High School. There is still an 
occasional doubt concerning the ~isdom of fosterfng so large a high school 
department, but the balance of opinion is very largely, if not nearly unani-
mously, in its favor. Cheapness, thoroughness of instruction, reputation, the 
interest of the University, and increased local trade, all combine to encour-
. age its growth. The present position of the High School can be maintained 
only by superior management and instructIOn, for other schools are ra;>idly 
coming into competition witP it. Considering the mutations and perils that be-
set all great enterprises, we shall be fortunate if we ·never haye occasion to de-
plore a policy that may lessen the working efficiency and so the prosperity of 
our High School. Of the 417 pupils enrolled, 237 were non-residents. Their 
average age was about eighteen years. Sixty-three boys and six birls were 
·over twenty years of age. The work of the year closed with the graduating 
-exercises of the senior class, June 22, in the central building. Sixteen of the 
-class, selected on the basis of scholarship, furnished the literary part of the ex-
-ercises. Seventy-one di~lomas were awa.rded,. distributed among the several 
courses as' follows: ClasSical course, 22 ; Latin course, 23; scientific course 
JO; English course, 4; commercial course, 10; German course 2: 
:Besides these, several who did not complete our course of s~udy 
nave passed quite creditable examinations at the University, and others are 
preparing for examination in the fall. A larger per cent than usual of the 
class expected to enter the University."--Prof. Watson, of the University 
announces the discovery of still another planet, of the eleventh magnitude.--' 
The Ann Arbor Couri~r of a recent date said: "The position of instructor of 
music in our public schools has not been filled, as yet, although there are six 
-applicants for ~e position. The salary ~as been cut down from $600 to $500. 
To conduct thiS bran'ch successfully requires a person who can interest the 
children and hold their attention. Prof. Wilsey was very successful as a teach-
er, having a peculiar faculty of inspiring the scholars with a love for music. 
To be a good singer contributes much to the pleasures of the home circle and 
this branch should not be slighted by the school board."--Miss Ali~e P. 
Goodwin, teacher of Latin and Greek in Wilson College, Chambersburg Pa. h.~ been ele~ted La~y Principal of Olivet College, and has accepted th~ po~ 
sition. She IS a native of New Hampshire, and was educated at the noted 
Classical Seminary in Meriden, N. H., pursuing a post-graduate course, and 
subsequently spen~ing a year .in an educated ' P~risian family for the special 
purpose of perfecting herself In the French, which she afterward taught with 
great success in the New Hampshire State Normal School, till the languages 
were excluded from the course of studies in that school. 
MINNESOTA.-S. F . Cale, formerly of Sauk' Center, has taken the princi· 
palship of public schools at Blue Earth City. He is reported by -the County 
Superintendent as an excellent disciplinarian. ' 
MISSOURI.-Miss Emma Whittaker, of Seymour, Ind., takes charge of the ' 
· schools at Rolla.--Prof. Baldwin, President of the State Normal School at 
Kirksville, accomplished a glorious work during vacation. His campaign lay 
in Iowa and Missouri, and good reports have ' come to us from nearly every ' 
one of the ninety-eight lectures which he delivered in hiS course. 
NEBRASKA.-At Omaha the que,tion of frequent examination of pupils in 
the schools and the consequent great amount of time taken by the teachers to 
make out reports, etc., causing them an undue amount of labor, was fully dis-
cussed, and tht: conclusion arrived at that it was an unnecessary and unprofit~ 
able piece of business. The opening of the state l!niv~rsity has been postponed 
till October 2. . . 
NEW HAMPSHIRE.7'" Two ladies have been elected members of the school 
board for the first time :'n Portsmouth. 
TEXAS.-The trustees of the P~abody fund have given $2,000 for the schools 
of San Antonio. 
VIRGINrA.-There are in Virginia white male teachers, 2,495; white fe-
males, 1,489; colored males, 418; colored females, 218. Average monthly 
• . salaries from all sources-males, $34.95; females, $30.37. 
WISCONSIN.-The Whitewater R~gist~r says that the Normal School at that 
place is full to overflowing. The Jlumber of pe'rsons in the district between 
the ages of five and twenty years is 1,188.--The Beloit schools open very 
promisingly. The attendance at the High School is larger than ever before. 
Some valuable additions have been made to the cabinet of the school. The 
· College also opens with the most favorable prospe"cts.--Oscar Green re-
mains in Milwaukee, 'employed by Pfof. Markham in the Milwaukee Acade-
my. He goes next year to West Point by appointment. Th'e Academy will 
occupy new quarters, as the building formerly used is to be occupied by the 
Board of Education as a branch school.--W. C. W~itford, President of 
Milton College, was nominated by the Republicans last week for Supt. of Pub-
,lic Instruction. A better choice could scarcely have been made.--The most 
enthusiastic teacher in attendance at the state in~titutes yet heard from is a la-
· dy who attended the one just closed at Mt~ Sterling. Wishing to spend the 
Sabb~at her home twe~ty miles distant, she started Saturday afternoon, rode 
four miles, and walked sixteen. Sunday afternoon' she started on her return 
· rip, ,,"alk~d. s~xteen miles! stopped at the hou~e of an acquaintance, and finish-
td tbe remammg four mIles Monday morning on foof before the institute 
pened. She deserves a life certificate-mar,ked 100 per cen~ throughout; 
Publishers' Notes. 
PRICE of tke WEEKLY to new subscn'bers ttll Jan. I, I878, 55 cents. . 
-Samples of the Competitive Examination Paper will be sent to any who 
will send us a postal card with their address. One sheet in three has a print. 
ed heading, with blanks for recording the name, subject, per cent, etc. 
-If those subscribers who fail to get their WEEKLY will let us know imme· 
mediately after receiving the next number after the missing one, we will re-
mail it, but we cannot remail numbers tbree or four weeks back, unless the 
money is first received for them, there being only a few extra copies printed 
each week . 
-We have a copy of Zell's Encly~lopredia, new, which will be sold for 
forty per cent discount to the first teacher who wants it. Also a new copy of 
Duyckinck's Cyclop;edia of American Literature, at the same discount. 
-It has been said that a gOO<1 black ink has never yet he en invented, or its 
secret is among the lost arts. We should like to recommend Maynard & 
Noyes' to anybody who talks in that way. 
-MOre than three thousand new names have been enrolled on our sub-
scription books since last January. The list is increasing now at the rate of 
two hundred a week. This is just. according to ou" plan. Let them come I 
We have room for the twmty thousand names which we expect. 
GOOD NEWSl 
'IN response to a general and urgent demand from the earnest 
pract£cal teachers throughout the country, .and fro~ many 
of the county superintendents in the West, we have deCIded to 
enter upon the publication of a monthly journal d:voted exclu-
sively to the pract£cal work of the school-room. ThIS demand has 
f m such teachers as need the help of our "Practical Hints come ro ., . 
and Exerdses," but cannot afford to pay the subscnptlOn pr~ce 
of a weekly, and purchase, besides these helps, a great deal whlch 
is of no direct service to them. 
We have decided, therefore, to republish from the WEEKLY 
all the helpful editorials, contributions, cor~espondence, exer-
cises, etc., in a sixteen-page monthly of the SIze and style of the 
WEEKLY. And, to be ' consistent, we .shall call this monthly 
visitor T~E PRACTICAL TEACHER. The subscription price will be 
one dollar per year, or ten cents a single number. Ten numbers 
will constitute a year. In clubs of five or more, 75 cents a year. 
In this pubiication our aim· will be to meet that very com~on 
objection of teachers, that the educational journals do not furnish 
enough of what is practically serviceable to them in their teach-
il)g. The very best contributions available will be provided for 
'its columns. The best methods of teaching the various subjects 
in the common school course will be given by well-known prac-
tical teachers. Editorially it will be in the hands of the Man-
aging Editor of the WEEKLY. We bespeak the interest and co-
operation of the county superintendents especially, who have the 
best opportunities of bringing such a valuable assistant to the at-
tention of the thousands of teachers in each state. 
The first number of THE ' PRACTICAL TEACHER will be ready 
November I, and in order that we may know how large an edi-
tion to print, we invite all who are interested and who will sub-
scribe, to send us their names before that date; we will then 
promptly mail them the first number. It will be sent regularly 
to all county' superintendents or others who will send us a club 
of four ~t . one dollar each. We are prepared to receive subscrip-' 
tions at an y time. 
. THE PRACTICAL TEACHER will be clubbed with THE EDUCA-
TIONAL WEEKLY one year for three dollars. ( 
Address . THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, 
170 Madison St., Chicago. 
